Allelic differences in MMP3 transcription translate into arterial elasticity and suffer dramatically fewer coronary measurable differences in phenotypes, both in health heart disease events than they would have had this and in disease. MMP3 breaks down extracellular matrix selection not occurred. components and plays a critical role in vascular tissue Conclusions: Locally elevated mutation rates and strong remodeling, mediating the balance between matrix acpositive selection on a cis-regulatory variant have shaped cumulation and degradation. This balance is best charcontemporary phenotypic variation and public health.
balancing selection. To test this model, we generated We investigated the evolution of the MMP3 polymora phylogeny of 1.8 kb promoter haplotypes representing phic region, in both phylogenetic and population genetic multiple alleles from the great apes and baboons and contexts, to understand how mutation, selection, and determined that the intraspecific variation is of recent demography contribute to phenotypic variation in health origin; the shared polymorphisms do not occur on and disease. We show that both genomic variation in shared haplotypes, even over distances of tens of nuclemutation rates and geographic variation in selective reotides, implying recurrent mutation and not long term gimes have influenced MMP3 regulation and shaped maintenance (Figures 1 and 2A ). common variation in complex traits.
Empirical support for elevated mutation rates comes from studies of somatic mutation. DNA mismatch-repair Results defects causing microsatellite instability are known to result in elevated somatic mutation rates precisely in Rapid Evolution and Elevated Polymorphism the T n C n region of the MMP3 promoter [24]. While the Among Primates normal segregating variation at this locus in humans We first characterized the region around the polymorinvolves only one base pair, the phylogenetic and sophic site in nonhuman primates, including chimpanzee matic mutation data indicate that this locus behaves (22 chromosomes), bonobo (8), gorilla (2), orangutan as a cryptic microsatellite with respect to mutational (10), baboon (74), rhesus monkey (2), pigtailed macaque processes. (2), mustached tamarin (2), and woolly monkey (2). While Because several different protein complexes bind to humans are polymorphic for a run of five or six Ts, this region, the interspecific differences and polymorchimpanzees and bonobos possess seven Ts, gorillas phisms are likely to result in species-and allele-specific two, and orangutans nine to twelve. This poly-T tract is transcriptional regulation. The C to T substitution in the remnant of an ancient, complicated GT n repeat that chimpanzee and bonobo (and independently in orangsurvives in the Old and New World Monkeys (Figure 1) . utan) at the position corresponding to human -1605 Differences among species are also evident in the tract (Figure 1, stars comes from a study of gene expression in cultured pridifferentiation among populations. Under neutrality, difmary fibroblasts, which found that MMP3 is expressed ferentiation reflects the demographic history of genetic at dramatically lower levels (Ͼ6 fold) in bonobos than drift and migration, a history common to all autosomal in humans [25] . loci. Loci under selection, however, will show deviations Due to the rapid evolution of the T n tract, the ancestral from the neutral pattern: elevated differentiation when state of the human promoter polymorphism cannot be selection differs among populations and reduced differconfidently inferred from the primate sequences. Human entiation when balancing selection maintains similar alhaplotype data from the SeattleSNPs database, howlele frequencies among populations [26, 27] . We comever, indicate that the 5T allele arose from a 6T allele; pared genetic differentiation (measured with F ST , which the 5T haplotypes are nested withing several clades of ranges from 0 to 1) at the 5T/6T site to that at 18 mutually 6T-bearing haplotypes ( Figure 2B ). The 5T allele thus unlinked single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), each represents an evolutionary loss of the repressive interchosen to be more than 200 kb from any known gene and action between the DNA and the p50/p50 NF-B dimer. thus unlikely to be affected by selection. The presumed neutral polymorphisms provide an empirical estimate of the F ST expected in the absence of selection. An empiriDifferentiation Among Populations cal distribution based on candidate neutral loci is necesWe next investigated whether the functional variation sary both because there is no robust theoretical expecin humans can be attributed to positive selection, or tation and because the fraction of loci under selection whether the mutation causing the loss of the NF-B is unknown, rendering random loci unsuitable for estibinding site is neutral or weakly deleterious, subject to mating the tails of a neutral distribution [28] . Additionally, gradual elimination from the population. We genotyped analysis of random loci has shown that F ST s are on averthe polymorphism in six human populations (Cameroon, age lower in coding than noncoding regions, consistent China, Ethiopia, India, Southern Italy, and Papua New Guinea) in order to investigate the pattern of genetic with the action of stronger purifying selection on coding sequences [27] ; these findings underscore the value of contrast, the African-American sample exhibits no deviations from neutral expectations in any of the statistical estimating the neutral distribution from noncoding candidate neutral SNPs and also point to the conservatism tests. The observed departures from the neutral equilibrium of such an approach. The observed MMP3 frequencies fit the allele frequency criteria employed in our selection model may be due to selection or to nonequilibrium demography in the European-American sample. Euroof neutral SNPs (see Experimental Procedures), suggesting that our SNP ascertainment strategy does not peans are known to have experienced a recent population expansion, but this demographic effect will result bias our results. As a test statistic, we considered the difference between the F ST at MMP3 and the 18-locus in an excess of haplotypes in a sample, contrary to the observed pattern [33] . A dramatic bottleneck could F ST for the same pair of populations. We estimated the neutral distribution of the test statistic by bootstrap [28] .
produce a deficit of haplotypes, but such an event should affect both 5T and 6T haplotypes; at MMP3, only The pairwise F ST s at the MMP3 cis-regulatory polymorphism (Table S1) [7]. In the study population, heterozygotes had the most elastic arteries. The relationship holds in both men and Under such a model, some of the mutations on 5T haplotypes predate the inferred selection, and the ages given women and remains significant after controlling for known covariates. Although the phenotypic variance above are thus overestimates of the age of the selection event. Indeed, if we assume that only the singleton mutawithin each genotypic class is large, as for any complex trait, point estimates of the population mean arterial tions arose after the selection event, then the age is estimated to be 8,600 years (2,200-17,200), which places stiffness as a function of MMP3 allele frequency can illustrate the predicted effect of the inferred selection it in the context of the neolithic agricultural revolution. event ( Figure 3A) . The European-derived study population is characterized by arteries that are on average Discussion more elastic than would be expected in the absence of positive selection, other things being equal.
Role of Mutation in Generating
Direct estimates of the effects of the polymorphism Phenotypic Variation on disease risks suggest that they may also have been Although elevated mutation rates are known to underlie dramatically shifted by selection. Association studies a number of rare pathological conditions [38] , the role have found that the derived 5T allele retards the progresof locally elevated mutation in generating common variasion of coronary artery disease while increasing the risk tion is less appreciated. A large fraction of functional of myocardial infarction. To illustrate the potential magcis-regulatory polymorphism in humans is due to micronitude of the public health consequences of the inferred satellite and minisatellite variation [39]. Here, we have selection, we estimated the fraction of coronary heart found that phenotypically penetrant single nucleotide disease events-defined as sudden coronary death, polymorphisms may also be due to elevated spontanemyocardial infarction, or coronary artery surgery-preous mutation rates relating to cryptic microsatellite-like vented by the selected increase in 5T frequency. We DNA structure. Because the mutable MMP3 promoter used the genotypic relative risks estimated in the single region interacts with several protein complexes in humost comprehensive study to date, a prospective study mans, its rapid evolution may imply correspondingly of middle-aged British men entailing almost 24,000 perrapid evolution of DNA-protein interactions and thus son-years of follow-up [16]. On balance, the derived transcriptional phenotypes. The prevalence of hypermuallele is protective against coronary heart disease events table sites in the genetic basis of phenotypic diversity in this population, although among smokers there is a is an important and underexplored parameter in understrong interaction effect that increases myocardial instanding the forces that generate and maintain variation farction risk among 5T homozygotes; this genotype by in populations and the genetic basis for evolutionary environment interaction has itself been replicated [20] . parallelisms [40, 41] .
Based on the genotype-specific relative risks, we estiThe rapid evolution of the polymorphic region also mate that these middle-aged British men would have counsels against over-reliance on evolutionary consersuffered 43% more coronary heart disease events had vation as a guide to the discovery of functional cisthe positive selection event not occurred ( Figure 3B ). If regulatory DNA, despite the power of that approach [42, the relative risks were applicable to the general British 43]. While conserved noncoding sequence is likely to population, one consequence of the partial selective represent functionally important regulatory DNA, the sweep would be a reduction by more than 50,000 in highly conserved fraction of regulatory DNA may not the annual mortality from coronary heart disease in the coincide with the fraction of regulatory DNA exploited UK [44] . by positive natural selection. Indeed, as selection acts What is the selective agent acting to increase the on the heritable phenotypic variation generated by mufrequency of the 5T allele in Europe? Most likely, the tation, regions of elevated mutation rate may represent arterial phenotypes we have considered are pleiotropic a disproportionate component of the genetic basis of side effects of selection on some other consequence, selectable variation. The cis-regulatory variants underlycurrently unidentified, of upregulated MMP3 expression ing common variation may be those least likely to be [45] . MMP3 has many functions, including the degradaevolutionarily conserved. tion of collagens, fibronectin, laminins, and elastin, and the activation of other MMPs, which play critical roles Phenotypic Consequences of Positive Selection in cell migration, proliferation, apoptosis, wound healIn much of the world, the phenotypic variation attributing, and morphogenesis. Models to account for selecable to the 5T/6T polymorphism appears to have been tion on the 5T allele must appeal to characteristics of shaped largely by demographic factors such as genetic the selective regime unique to Europe during and subsedrift. In Europe, however, the evidence suggests that quent to the last Ice Age. Although coronary heart dispositive selection played a role in increasing the freease is considered a recent phenomenon, dependent quency of the 5T allele. The shift in 5T frequencies on contemporary diets and behaviors, it is possible that shaped the physiological and morphological characterthe diet of Ice Age Europeans, rich in the atherogenic istics of European arteries in ways that can be directly fats of large mammals, could have contributed to early estimated from data on associations between the MMP3 onset coronary heart disease and hence a selective adpromoter genotype and phenotypes in healthy individuvantage for the high expression 5T allele. Investigations als [7-10]. For example, age-associated large artery into the relationship between 5T allele frequencies and stiffening was strongly correlated with MMP3 promoter such environmental variables as diet may help identify the causes of selection. genotype in a study of 203 healthy European-Australians on the use of the York sample, we did not type MMP3 in that popula-
